COLLEGE-WISE RESULT STATEMENT FOR B.B.A. (Second Semester) April-2012

COLLEGE NAME : A.M. COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, MANAGEMENT & COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED : 146
PASS : 43 (PASS % = 29)
NOT CLEARED : 103

COLLEGE NAME : AIMS COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED : 83
PASS : 27 (PASS % = 33)
NOT CLEARED : 56

COLLEGE NAME : ANAND COMMERCE COLLEGE
APPEARED : 114
PASS : 65 (PASS % = 57)
NOT CLEARED : 49

COLLEGE NAME : ANAND INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS STUDIES
APPEARED : 156
PASS : 37 (PASS % = 24)
NOT CLEARED : 119

COLLEGE NAME : B.J. VANIJYA MAHAVIDYALAYA
APPEARED : 54
PASS : 39 (PASS % = 72)
NOT CLEARED : 15

COLLEGE NAME : C Z PATEL COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT
APPEARED : 59
PASS : 42 (PASS % = 71)
NOT CLEARED : 17

COLLEGE NAME : C.P.PATEL & F.H.SHAH COMMERCE COLLEGE
APPEARED : 130
PASS : 57 (PASS % = 44)
NOT CLEARED : 73
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COLLEGE NAME : CHRISTIAN COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES
APPEARED : 10
PASS : 2 (PASS % = 20)
NOT CLEARED : 8

COLLEGE NAME : F.H.SHAH INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED : 68
PASS : 46 (PASS % = 68)
NOT CLEARED : 22

COLLEGE NAME : J.H.PATEL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED : 14
PASS : 1 (PASS % = 7)
NOT CLEARED : 13

COLLEGE NAME : JIVKARAN INSTITUTE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
APPEARED : 29
PASS : 3 (PASS % = 10)
NOT CLEARED : 26

COLLEGE NAME : K.S.COLLEGE OF SCIENCE, MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY, BAKROL
APPEARED : 12
PASS : 0 (PASS % = 0)
NOT CLEARED : 12

COLLEGE NAME : S.G.M.ENGLISH MEDIUM COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT
APPEARED : 121
PASS : 93 (PASS % = 77)
NOT CLEARED : 28

COLLEGE NAME : SARDAR PATEL COLLEGE OF ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT
APPEARED : 67
PASS : 20 (PASS % = 30)
NOT CLEARED : 47
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COLLEGE NAME : SHREE G J PATEL COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED : 5
PASS : 0 (PASS % = 0)
NOT CLEARED : 5

COLLEGE NAME : SHREE P.M. PATEL INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
APPEARED : 138
PASS : 20 (PASS % = 14)
NOT CLEARED : 118

COLLEGE NAME : SHRI D. N. INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
APPEARED : 122
PASS : 42 (PASS % = 34)
NOT CLEARED : 80

COLLEGE NAME : TAKSHASHILA COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY
APPEARED : 51
PASS : 6 (PASS % = 12)
NOT CLEARED : 45

COLLEGE NAME : TARKESH & NIRANJANA SUreshbhAI PATEL COMMERCE COLLEGE
APPEARED : 14
PASS : 2 (PASS % = 14)
NOT CLEARED : 12